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I. INTRODUCTION 
I.l. Historical background of the problem 
Let and be two sequences of 
random variables with each i = 1,2,... (each Y ^, j = 1,2,..) 
having a common continuous marginal distribution function 
F(x) (G(y)). Further, assume that with probability one, no 
two of the X's or Y's are equal. Taking the first m X's and 
the first n Y's, let N = m + n and define the statistic T^ by 
(1.1.1) mTjj = I Cjj 
k=l 
* 
where ^ 1 ^  k N are certain real numbers and = 1 if 
the k— smallest of the combined N X- and Y-observations is an 
X and Z„, = 0 otherwise. Nk 
The asymptotic normality of such two sample rank-order 
statistics was studied by Chernoff and Savage (1958) under the 
assumption that all X?s and Y's are mutually independent. 
Their paper is important in that it not only generalized 
earlier work on asymptotic normality of such statistics, but 
it prompted considerable activity in proving similar limit 
theorems and using them to evaluate asymptotic efficiencies 
in a variety of testing and estimation situations: e.g., 
Govindarajulu (1960), Puri (1964), Sen (1967, 1968), Hodges 
and Lehmann (1963). Subsequently, Govindarajulu et al. (1967), 
using deeper properties of empirical distribution functions. 
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weakened the conditions under which the Chernoff-Savage 
Theorem remained true. 
In a majority of these papers the asymptotic normality is 
proved for statistics which are functions of relative ranks of 
observations that are mutually independent. Such statistics 
should be distinguished from those statistics based on the 
relative ranks of all observations in a problem. The latter 
class of statistics are called "joint ranking" statistics. 
The reader is referred to the following papers: Sen (1967), 
Gastwirth et al. (1967), Gastwirth and Rubin (1969), dealing 
with asymptotic normality problems under dependence. 
In this thesis joint ranking statistics under three types 
of dependence will be studied. In Chapter II we will consider 
the "p-dependent" case; in Chapter III we consider the "mixing" 
case; and in Chapter IV the case of double sequences specially 
constructed and suitable for the scale problem. Lastly, in 
Chapter V, expressions are derived for the asymptotic relative 
efficiency, in both the p-dependent and mixing cases, of the 
rank order tests for the two-sample location problem relative 
to the t-test. 
Definition I.1.1 
The sequence of vectors is said to be p-dependent if 
((Xi,Yi),..., (Xj^,Yk) ) and ((\+£f are independent 
when 5, > p. 
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Definition 1.1.2 
Consider a sequence For a < b, take to be 
the a-field generated by (j) is a nonnegative 
function of positive integers. The sequence is (|)-mixing if 
The scale problem is defined as follows: Let X^/Xg,..., 
X^ and be two independent random samples of ob­
servations based on populations with cumulative distribution 
functions F(X-Ç) and G(X-n) = F([X-n]/G) respectively, where Ç 
and n are unknown location parameters and 5 the scale parameter. 
We consider the problem of testing that the populations differ 
only in their location parameters, i.e.. 
In this thesis the method employed for studying the 
asymptotic normality of T^ is the same as employed by Pyke and 
Shorack (1968). Their approach, like that of Govindarajulu 
et al. (1967), is based on deeper properties of functions of 
empirical distribution functions. 
Earlier, Fears and Mehra (1968) had used the original 
Chernoff and Savage method for p-dependent sequences. This 
approach proved cumbersome and it was therefore decided to 
for k ^ 1 and n ^  1, e and E^ e ^+n ÎMply 
(1.1.2) |p(E^A.E2) - P(Ej^)P(E2) 1< <}'(n)P(E^) . 
(1.1.3) H : 6 = 1 
o 
6 ^ 1. 
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adopt the method of Pyke and Shorack. We believed that this 
method would be relatively simple when compared to the Chernoff 
and Savage technique for dependent sequences. Further, the 
Pyke and Shorack method requires assumptions that are compara­
ble to those of Chernoff and. Savage (see Theorem 5.1 of Pyke 
and Shorack (1968)). The following work will show that this 
belief was well founded. 
1.2. The method and notation 
The method of Pyke and Shorack will now be explained. 
Notation is also introduced which will be used throughout this 
work. Additional necessary notation will be introduced later 
and will be pertinent to the chapter in which it is introduced. 
The reader is warned that additional notation may have a differ­
ent connotation in different chapters. 
Pyke and Shorack (1968) consider two-sample rank-order 
statistics under the assumption that all X's and Y's are 
mutually independent. Let be the empirical distribution 
function (e.d.f.) for the X-sample# the e.d.f. for the Y-
sample, and the e.d.f. for the composite sample. F^, 
and Hjj will always refer to those observations on which T^ is 
based. 
For later reference, let N = m+n and = m/N and assume 
that there exists XQ £ ^  such that 0 < £ l-Xg < 1 
5 
hold for all N. Let A = [Xq, l-X^]. When N is used as a 
subscript it denotes the pair (m,n). is the indicator 
function of the set A. K denotes a generic contant. For a 
distribution function F take F ^(t) = inf{x : F(x) ^  t}. For 
any distribution functions F and G take FG ^ to be the composed 
function FG ^(t) = F(G ^(t)). Let {U (t) : 0 < t < 1} denote lU — —' 
the one sample empirical process defined by 
(1.2.1) U^(t) = m^/Z (F^f"l(t) - t). 
Similarly, let {V^(t) ; 0 £ t £ 1} denote the empirical process 
defined by 
(1.2.2) V^(t) = n^/^ (GJ^G"^ (t) - t). 
Finally, define the two sample empirical process 
(1.2.3) Ljj(t) = N^/^(F^H^^(t) -FH'^(t)), 
where H = X^F + (l-X^jG. 
Pyke and Shorack show that' 
(1.2.4) = m-1 S,k = X 
"here " S,k+1' 1 1 k < N, and = SIN" 
6 
If denotes the signed measure which puts measure 
^ on the point k/N for 1 £ k £ N, and puts measure zero 
elsewhere, then 
(1.2.5) Tjj = 
fl -1 
Take Ujj = J FH dVjj and set 
Cl.2.6) = g - FH-1) dv^. 
Let V be a Lebesque-Stieltjes measure on (0,1) for which 
|vl([e, 1-E]) < 00 for e > 0. By examining the one sample 
processes and relating them to the two sample process, Pyke 
and Shorack determine conditions to insure that converges 
to V in a manner which permits the substitution of v for Vjj in 
Equation 1.2.6. 
1.3. The space D 
Definition 1.3.1 
D will denote the set of all right continuous real valued 
functions on [0,1] having only jump discontinuities. 
There are several metrics defined on the space D. The 
uniform metric, p, is defined by 
7 
(1.3.1) p(x,y) = sup |x(t) - y(t) 
0<t<l 
We will also use a complete metric defined in Chapter 3 
of Billingsley (1968). If T is a nondecreasing function of 
[0,1] with T{0) = 0 and T(1) = 1, take 
1 1 ? I  I  =  s u p  
Sf^t 
log T (t) - T (S) t-s 
Let d denote the metric of Billingsley and let T be the class 
of strictly increasing, continuous mappings of [0,1] onto 
itself. 
For x,yeD, d(x,y) is defined to be the infimum of those 
positive e for which T contains some x with 
(1.3.2) 
1 1 x 1 1  <  e  
and 
sup lx(t) 
t 
- y (T (t) ) 1 < e 
For other metrics on the space D, the reader is referred to 
Prokhorov (1956) and Skorokhod (1956). 
For n > 0 let {W (t) : 0 < t < 1} denote stochastic 
— n — — 
processes on the probability space (S2,B,P) whose sample 
functions are elements of (D,6) where 6 is one of the 
previously defined metrics. 
8 
The following definition of weak convergence will be used: 
Definition 1.3.1 
We write W ^ W relative to (D,5) if lim E (W ) ) = 
" ^ ° m-^co ® 
E(i|)(WQ)) for all bounded functions ij; defined on D which are 
continuous in the 6-metric and are such that if;(W^) , m ^  0, are 
measurable with respect to B. Such convergence is called 
convergence in law or weak convergence. 
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II. THE P-DEPENDENT CASE 
II.1. Introduction 
Let X^,...... and Y^,...,Y^,... be two sequences of 
random variables with common continuous distribution functions 
F and G respectively. The following assumptions are made on 
the underlying probability distributions : 
(II.1.1) 
(i) , (XgfYg), is a strictly 
stationary sequence of random vectors, 
(ii) (X^,Y^), (XgfYg),... is a p-dependent 
sequence of random vectors with p ^  1 
(see Definition II.1.1). 
In this chapter the following additional notation will be 
used : 
(II.1.2) 
= 
H = 
= 
XF + (l-X)G 
K, = FH -1 
K = K, 
N 
For later reference, let us define for i = l,...,p+l and 
m > 1, 
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(II.1.3) 
= 
m 
p+1 
~m ~ 
if m 
p+1 
p+1 
+ 1 otherwise 
(p+1) + i > m 
m.-l 
(X) = ""'i' 
j = 0 (p+l)+i) 
(t) = mu/2(Fji)F-l(t) - t). 
Observe that (x) is a sum of independent random variables 
and that 
(II.1.4) 
= J, «V"' 
1 = 1 
P+1 
(Mi/m) 1/2 
II.2. The space D x D 
Consider the set D x D where D is the set of right 
continuous, real valued functions on [0,1], having only jump 
discontinuities. Let (x',x") and (y'^y") be elements of D x D. 
Define a metric on D x D by 
(II.2.1) d" ((x',x") , (y ' ,y") ) = max{d(x',y'),d(x",y")} 
where d is Billingsley's metric discussed in Section 1.3. As 
shown in Billingsley (1968, page 224), d* specifies the 
11 
product topology. Further, the space (DxD, d') is separable 
and complete. 
For points (Sj^,t^) ,..., (s^,tj^) in [0,l]x[0,l], define the 
projection n(s^,ti,...,s%,t%) from DxD to = 2k-
dimensional Euclidian space as 
(II.2.1) \'y' \<y" 
= (x(s^),y(t^),...,y(t%)) 
where (x,y) e DxD and is the natural projection from D to 
fl) * 
E . We now show that n, . » is measurable. To 
1' 1' ' k' k 
see this, observe that is the natural projection from D to 
E^^^ and therefore measurable. Since a mapping into E^^^^ is 
* 
measurable if each component is, we have that H, . _ . . 
1' k' k 
is measurable. 
Define the finite dimensional sets as sets of the form 
n, ^  . \(H) with k > 1 and Each finite 
I 1' 1'"'"' k'^k' -
dimensional set lies in 1? x P by the definition of measurabil-
ity. 
If 1^, i = 1,2, are subsets of [0,1], then let be 
1 12 
the class of sets . . % (H) where k is arbitrary, 
^ 2 '  •  •  •  ' '  iC  
the s are arbitrary points of the t^ are arbitrary 
points of Tg and H e F is a finitely additive field. 
A subclass S of is called a determining class, 
if two measures on (DxD, V x D )  are identical whenever they agree 
12 
on 5. Observe that any field that generates VxV will be a 
determining class. 
It follows from Lemma II.2.1 below that if P is a 
probability measure on ( D x D ,  V x V )  and its finite dimensional 
*-l distributions are defined by P II, 4. w then P is 
V S 2^ Y "C F • • • / S , "CJ^ ; 
completely determined by its finite dimensional distributions 
for points in x Tg as defined in Lemma II.2.1. 
Lemma II.2.1 
If each i = 1,2, contains 1 and is dense on [0,1], 
then F is a determining class. 
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Proof; 
Since F _ is a finitely additive field, it will 
• ^ 1 2  
suffice to show that F generates V x V .  Further, DxD is 
^1*^2 
separable and it is therefore enough to show that each open 
d'-sphere S^,((x,y), r) lies in the a-field generated by 
F . Fix the center (x,y) and the radius r. From the 
^1*^2 
definition of d' it follows that 
Cri.2.1) S^,({x,y), r) = S^(x,r) x S^(y,r). 
Billingsley (1968 , page 121 and the proof of Theorem 
14.5) shows that there exists in a sequence s^^, Sg,..., 
fk) Sj^,... and in E a double sequence of measurable sets 
Hj^(e) for k 2 1 and rational e in [0,r] such that S^(x,r) = 
U n ll~^ (H, (E%. Similarly, there exists in T- a 
E k 
13 
(k) 
sequence and in E a double sequence of 
'k' 
* 
measurable sets H, (e) such that S. (y,r) = 0 il H. ^  (H, (e)) 
k a e k ^1" • "^k 
Now, by Equation II.2.2 
-1 (II.2.3) S,,((x,y), r) = JO ^ 
o- e k 1/'""' ^  
(H, (e)) 
X U n n"! (H*(e) ) 
E k ^ 
Let 
^t(s) = 
(II.2.4) 
Ek(e) 
{(ri,r2. 
{(ri,r2. 
'^2k^^2k~l^ ^ ^ k^^^ 
^2]^^ / (^2 ' ^4 * ' ' '  I  ^11») G H,^ (£ ) 2k' 
* (k ) 
Since (e) and H^(E) are open sets of E we have that (e) 
(2k) 
and Bj^(e) are open sets of E 
By Equations II.2.3 and II.2.4 and the definition of 
n* s t ) we have 
^®1'^1'•••'®k' k' 
* —1 Sa,((x,y), r) ={U n n,/ x{A (e))} 
^ e k (Si,ti,...,s%,t%) k 
(11.2.5) .WUnn*"^^ „ ^ , (BL (E))}. 
£ k ..'S%,t%) k 
This implies that S^,((x,y), r) can be expressed as the inter­
section of two sets, each of which is an element of the o-field 
14 
generated by ^ Hence, F is a determining class and 
l-"2 ^1*^2 
the proof of the lemma is complete. 
II.3. The one-sample processes 
Take ^ to be the measure on (D,d) corresponding to the 
random function U^. Similarly, ^ is the measure on (D,d) 
corresponding to the random function and is the measure 
on (D X D, d') corresponding to the two dimensional process 
{(U^(s) , V^(t)) ; 0 < s,t < 1}. 
m n — — 
Lemma II.3.1 
There exists a vector of random functions (U^yV^) such 
that if X„ = + 0(Nrl/2) ^hen (U„,V„)% (U ,V^) where JN ^ in n ij o o 
{(U (s), V (t)) : 0 < s,t < 1} is a two-dimensional Gaussian 
o o — — 
process specified by 
(II.3.1) 
(i) E{UQ(S)} = 0 
(ii) E{V^(t) } = 0 
(iii) E(UQ(S) U^(t)) = E(gg(Xi) g^fXi)) 
p+1 p+1 
+ E(gg(X^) g^tXj)) + E (g^ (X . ) g^ (X^ ) ) 
(iv) E(V^(s) V^(t)) = E(hg(Y3^)h^(Yj^)) 
p+1 p+1 
+ ECh^(Y^)h^(Yj)) + E(hs(Yj)hs(Yi)) 
j=2 
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(v) 
1-X 
1/2 
E(Uo(s)V^(t)) = E(gg(X^)h^(Y^) ) 
p+1 p+1 
+ I E(g (X )h (Y.)) + I E(g (X.)h (Y.)) 
i=2 s ± t 3 j=2 s D r X 
where (cc) = I p-l(s)l " = ^nd h^(6) =  I , g  ^  g"!  (t)] "  t-
These series converge absolutely, and with probability one 
and V are both continuous functions. 
o 
Proof ; 
Let (s^,t^) and (Sgftg) be elements of [0,1] x [0,1]. It 
will be shown that CU^Cs^) , V^(t^^) , U^Cs^) , V^Ct^) ) has 
asymptotically a multivariate normal distribution with param­
eters as specified by Equation II.3.1. 
If Xjj = 1/2 for all N, take = (g^ (X^), h^ (Y\), 
g (X.),h. (Y.)). This sequence of random vectors is p-
®2 ^ 2 ^ 
dependent and therefore ^-mixing. From Billingsley (1968, 
page 177) if is ^-mixing, < » , 
and if the have mean zero and finite variance then 
n 
n 
-1/2 J has asymptotically a normal distribution centered 
k=l 
at the origin, with covariances 
where the series converges absolutely. Hence, (t^), 
^m^®2^ '  ^ n  ^ ^2^ ^  ~  1  will have asymptotically a 
i=l 
n 
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multivariate distribution with parameters as specified by 
Equation II.3.1. 
If X* = 1/2 take m = min (m, n) , then ^  ^ 1 as N -»• «> and 
m—m* 
Ï72 
n 
->• 0 as N ^ «>. Hence, 
1/2 
"m'-' = (?; V'= '  +  
1/2 m 
- (s~J + o (1). 0V2 
Similarly, V^(t) = m* 
m 
1/2 
V^*(t) + o (1). Therefore, by 
Slutsky's theorem, f (tg) has 
asymptotically the same distribution as (U^^fs^), ^ f 
^m*^®2^' result follows as in the previous case. 
If X* < 1/2, there exists N* such that m < n for N > N*. 
For N > N* we have 
1/2 
v„(t) = + 
2^11/2 m+p+1 
(I,^_ ^-l/.uM (Y, )-t) 
jjp« 
Now, 
1/2 m+^+1 
j=m+l 
1/2 
= o(1). since 
Xjj = X* + o ( N ) we have that ™ ^ n • 1-V and 22^.^ 
as N 00. It follows from Slutzky's theorem that f 
^n^^l^' ^ m^®2^' ^ n^^2^^ asymptotically the same 
17 
distribution as 
1—X* 
1/2 
+ 
1-2 > 
1—X* 
1/2 
J_1 
1/2 
n-m-p-lj 
n 
j=iil+p+l G 
%<=2'' 1—X, 
(I 
1/2 
,-1, 
•l-2Xj 1/2 
1-X_ 
* 
-tg)). 
1 I [n-m-p-lj 
1/2 n 
I , 
TO+p+1 
Observe that and (U^(s), V^(t)) are independent if 
j ^  m+p+1. Applying the central limit for ^-mixing processes 
we have that (0^(8^), ^m^®2^ ' V^^tg) has asymptotically 
a multivariate normal distribution with parameters as 
specified by Equation II.3.1. 
A set { (s^,tj^) ,..., (Sj^,tj^) } of elements of [0,1] x [0,1], 
where k > 2; can be treated in the same way. 
Since {P„ _} and {P } are each tight on (D,d), (note X / in y 
that a p-dependent process is also ^-mixing, tightness for 
^-mixing processes is shown in the proof of Theorem 22.1 of 
Billingsley (1968)) we have that is tight on (DxD, d') 
(This is exactly the result of problem 6 on page 41 of 
Billingsley (1968)). Since {P^.} is tight, it is also relatively 
18 
compact. Let {P^,} be a subsequence. Then, by relative 
compactness, there exists a further subsequence {P^„} which 
converges weakly to a limit, say P. Since this limit must 
have the finite distributions described, it follows by Lemma 
II.2.1 that P is unique. 
Let {(UQ(S), V^(t)) : 0 £ s,t £ 1} be the vector of 
random functions corresponding to the measure P. Observe that, 
marginally, is a Gaussian random function specified by 
Equations II.3.1(i): and II.3.2(ii). Therefore, has the same 
finite dimension distributions as the random function Y, as 
would be specified by Theorem 22.1 of Billingsley (1968). 
Since a random function on D is determined by its finite 
dimensional distributions we have that is equivalent to Y. 
Now, Y is continuous with probability one. Thus, is 
continuous with probability one. Similarly, is continuous 
with probability one and is a Gaussian random function 
specified by Equations II.3.1(ii) and II.3.2{iv). Therefore, 
with probability one, is continuous and is continuous. 
The proof of Lemma II.3.1 is now complete. 
Lemma II.3.2 
There exist two dimensional processes {(U^(s), (t)) : 
0 £s,t£l}, N ^0, having the same finite dimensional distri­
butions as {(U (s), V^(t)) : 0 < s,t < 1}, N > 0, but which in 
In n —, — — 
addition satisfy d'((5 , V ) , (Û , V ) ) -»- 0. Further, all 
III n O Oa«S« 
19 
processes are defined on a single probability space (fi, U, P). 
Proof ; 
The metric space (DxD, d') is complete and separable. If 
we consider the sequence of random variables (U^, V^) and apply 
item 3.1.1 of Skorokhod (1956), the result follows. 
Lemma II.3.4 
p (U , U ) 0 as m ^ ~ . 
m o a.s. 
Proof ; 
is continuous with probability one. The proof is 
completed by observing that d-convergence to a continuous 
function is equivalent to p-convergence (see Billingsley 
(1968, page 112)). 
Lemma II.3.5 
Let q be any non-negative function which is nondecreasing 
on [0,8] for 0 < 1. Then there exists a constant Cg > 0 such 
that 
r0 2 
(11.3.2) P{|Ujj^{t)| <q(t), 0 < t < 0} > 1-CQ(P+1) (q(t))"dt 
^ o 
T® 2 
(11.3.3) P{ lUj^^(t) I < q(t) , l-0< t < 1}> 1-Cg(p+1) lQ(q{t) dt 
for all m > 0. Moreover, C_ is nonincreasing as 8 + 0. 
— V 
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Proof : 
Take m ^  1. From Equation 2.4 and Lemma 2.2 of Pyke 
and Shorack (1968), it follows that 
|U^(t) I < q(t) , 0 < t < 9} 
(II.3.4) 
> 1 - C, 
6 
J o  
(q (t) ) ^ dt 
for i = l,...,p + 1. Observe that Cg does not depend on m or 
p and that C. is nonincreasing as 0 -»• 0. 
P+1 
Since U (t)- y 
^ i=l 
m. 1/2 . 
P{ |u^(t) I < q(t) : 0 < t < 0} 
III — — — 
(II.3.5) p+1 . 
> 1 - I P{|U^(t)l > q(t) : 0 < t < 0}. 
— . ^ _ ' m ' — — — 1=1 
From Equations II.3.4 and II.3.5 
P{ lUjjj(t) 1 < q(t) : 0 < t < 0} 
P+1 f0 _2 
>  1  -  C  I  I (q(t)) ^ dt 
® i=l Jo 
r0 
- 2  
= 1 - Cg(p+1) I (q(t)) dt. 
For U observe that Lemma II.2.1 can be extended from 
o 
DxD = to It will be shown that 
K " -  « y )  I  «0^'' 
21 
where (Ug^^, ,...is a (p+1)-dimensional process 
such that marginally each is a tied down Wiener process 
— 1/2 f " \ 
and such that (p+1) % U_ and U_ are the same. 
i=l " " 
By Donsker's theorem, the measures corresponding to 
, m = 1,2,.. , are tight. As observed, in the proof of 
Lemma II.3.1, this implies that the measures on D cor­
responding to are tight. 
We will now consider the finite dimensional distributions, 
Let s^, i = 1,2,...,2(p+1), be elements of [0,1]. The 
a s y m p t o t i c  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  ( U ^ ^ ^ ( s ^ ) ,  ( S g ) , . . . ^ ® p + 2 ^ '  
..,uj^^^^(s2(p+2)) will be determined. For se [0,1] and any i, 
we have 
mi 
= ([m/p]/mi)^/^ ([m/p])-l/2 
[m/p] 
jll (I(-*,F"l(s)](Xi(p+l)+i) " s) + o(l) 
= °Sp[m/pI) + ° ' 
Since for each i, [^]/m^ -»• 1 as N -^ <», we may, by Slutsky's 
theorem, assume m = kp for some k. Let 
" (9si(*i(p+l)+l)'"'''9sp+i(X(j+l)(p+l))' 
(P+l'+l' ^=2 (p+1) "(J+1) (p+1)" 
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where j = 0,1,... . Then by the multivariate central theorem 
given by Billingsley (1968) on page 177, it follows that 
(U (s,),...,U (s,, ,v)) = y % W. has asymptotically a 
"^1 p+1 ^ j=0 ] 
normal distribution, centered at the origin with covariances 
"i j  =  g s . 'X] ) )  
+ E(9s^'Xi+p+l) Ss.'*])) if i 1 i 1 P+1 
=  = < 9 s . 9 s j ( X i - p - l ' )  
+ E(gg (X^) Gg if p+1 < i < j 
= E(9s,(X.) g^.(X..p.^)) 
+ E(g (X,) g (X.)) if i < p+1 < j. 
i j 
Marginally (U (s.), U_ (s.,^.,)) has the asymptotic 
lu^ X i ^ P ^  
distribution appropriate for tied-down Wiener measure. Since 
the sequence is tight, U converges weakly to a tied-down 
mi 
Wiener measure. 
p+1 
Take s, t e [0,1], then (p+ l ) - l / 2  ' I  U . ( s ) ,  
i=l 
(p+l)-l/2 "r Uoi(t) 
i=l 
centered at the origin and specified by 
has a bivariate normal distribution, 
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p+1 
p+1 
I  "OI'=> 
i=l 
1 
P+1 
ILL 
p+1 
P±1 
p+1 
I  E(g  (X . )g  (X . ) )  +  
i=l s 1 t X 
+  . 1  ,Z . (E (gs (Xi )g  (X  )  +  E (gs (X . )g  (X .+  +1  
1 = 1 ]<1 
)) 
P+1 
+ .1 ,Z,(E(GS(XI)GT(XJ)) + E(G^(X.^P^^)G^(X. 
1—1 I >1 
)) 
p+1 
(p+1) E(gg (X^)g^(X3^)) 
p+1 i+p 
+  I  I  E(g  (X . )g  (X . ) )  
j=l j=i+l s 1 t 3 
P+1 P+1 
+  I  I  E(g  (X . )g  (X . ) )  
j=l i=j+l s 1 t D 
2 (p+1) j-p-2 
j=p+2 
I  E(g  (X . )g  (X . ) )  
i=l s 1 t 3 J 
P+1 (p+1) E(gg(Xi)gt(Xi)) 
p+1 i+p 
+  I  - I  E (g  (X . )g  (X . ) )  
i = l  j = i + l  s i r :  
p+1 i+p "> 
I  I  E(g  (X . )g  (X . ) )  
3=1 i=j+l s 1 t 3 I 
= GIR ((P+1) E|GG(XI)GT(XI)) 
p+1 . p+1 
(p+1) I^E(gg (X^)g^(Xj) )+(p+l) . I^E (g^ (X.)g^ (X^) ) 
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Thus, the finite dimensional distributions of 
are the same as those of 
1 /"? P+L 
(p+1)" / I U_.(s), 0 < s < 1 
i=l - -
{U^(s), 0 ^  s ^  1}. Therefore, by Lemma II.2.1, the measure 
-1/2 
on (D,d) determined by (p+1) ' % U . is the same as that 
i=l 
determined by U . 
•' o 
It now follows from lemma 2.2 of Pyke and Shorack that 
P{ IUQ (t) I < q(t), 0 < t < 0} 
, p+1 
= Pfsrrl ^ Ooi(t)l 1 q(t), 0 < t < e) 
^ i=l 
p+1 
> 1 - I P{|u . (t) 1 > q(t) , 0 < t < 0} 
i=l 
r0 5 
> 1 - (p+1) Cg J (g(t))"^ dt. 
The proof of Equation II.3.2 is now complete. 
Since for all i, the reversed process (t) = U^((l-t)-) 
has the same finite dimensional distributions as the U^-in 
process, we can in a similar manner prove Equation II.3.3. 
The proof of Lemma II.3.5 is now complete. 
Definition II.3.1 
LetPg(f,g) =p (f/3 , g/q) and dg(f,g) = d(f/q, g/q) 
whenever well defined. 
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Definition II.3.2 
Let Q' denote the class of all nonnegative functions 
defined on [0,1] which for some e > 0 are bounded away from 
zero on (e, 1-e), are nondecreasing (nonincreasing) on [0,e] 
([1-E,1]) and which have square integrable reciprocals. Let 
Q = {qED/q>q' some q*eQ'}. 
Theorem II.3.1 
For qcQ, Pg U^) ^  0 and d^ U^) j 0 as m -> ». 
Proof ; 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.1 of Pyke and 
Shorack (1968). For any 0 < a £ e £ 1-e £ b < 1, 
U^)< sup ( U„(t) + U^(t) )/q(t) 
(II.3.6) 
9 ° - 0 < t < a,b < t < 1 ° 
+ P (u , U )/ inf q (t) , 
^ ° a < t < b 
where e is determined by q. For each a ,  h ,  the second term on 
the right converges to zero in probability by Lemma II.3.4. 
— 2  Fix 5 > 0. Since q is integrable, we can choose a < e and 
*[q(t)]"2 dt < C"^ ô^/p+1 and f [q(t)]"^dt 
o ^ Jh 
1 > b > 1-E so that 
< G^Yp+l. Then by Lemma II.3.5 
P{ sup ju (t)/q(t)I £ 6} > 1-Ô 
o<t<a 
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and 
P {  sup |u (t)/q(t) 1 _< 5} > 1-6. 
b<t<l ^ 
Since these inequalities hold for m = 0 the first term on the 
right side of Equation II.3.6 does not exceed 46 on an event 
whose probability is greater than 1-46. This completes the 
proof for Pq. 
To see that the result for p implies the result for d, ob­
serve that by the definition of d, d(x,y)<p(x,y) for all x,yeD. 
The proof of Theorem II.3.1 is now complete. 
Definition II.3.3 
Let equal for ^  ^  t ^  1-^ and equal zero 
otherwise. 
Theorem II.3.2 
For qeQ, (K) ) ^  0 uniformly in all 
continuous F and G and all X„ e A. N  
Proof ; 
The Glivenko-Cantelli Theorem implies that p(F^^*, F)^+g 
0 and 6)^^^ 0 uniformly in F and G. Since 
- H = (X^) l^(F^^'-F) (m^/m)+(l-Xjj) I^(G^^^-G) (n./n), 
it follows that pfH^, 0 uniformly in F and G and all 
X^ e [0,1]. It now follows (see Lemma 2.3 of Pyke and 
Shorack (1968)) that p(HHjj^, HH 0 uniformly in F and G 
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and E [0,1]. 
Since p(HH~^, 0 and H = X^F + (l-X^lG we have 
that pfK^, 0; note that - K and GH^ - GH have the 
same sign. 
Applying the triangle unequality, 
"«"M'V' °O'V' 
(11.3.7) 
+ P(U^(K^), 0^(K)). 
The first term on the right converges to zero almost 
surely, by Lemma II.3.4. Since pfK^, 0 and is 
continuous a.s. it follows that p (U (K„) , U (K) ) -»• 0 and 
O iN O & # S # 
therefore by Equation II.3.7 we have 
(11.3.8) P(U„(V' ° 
uniformly in F and G and e [0,1]. 
Using Lemma 8 of Govindarajulu et al. (1967),we have that 
for e > 0, there exist b^^, i = l,...,p+l, such that for each i 
P ^ ) > 1 - e/p+1 where 
(11.3.9) = {F(t) ^  (b^/2p+2) (t) for all t where 
F^i)(t) > 0}. 
If b = max b^, then for each i 
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P"*" 1 / J \ 
b F^(t) = h I (m./m) (t) 
i=l 
(II.3.10) X 
> (b mu/m) 
> (b/(2p+2)) F^^Ut). 
The last inequality follows since 
mu/m ^  [m/p+lj/m 
[m/p+l]/(p+1) ( [m/p+lJ+D 
> l/(2p+2) . 
If 
A = {F(t) < b F„(t) for all t where F (t) > 0}, in — in in 
then by Equations II.3.9 and II.3.10 we have 
P(AJ = 1 - P(AM) 
(II.3.11) p+1 ,£)0 
> 1 - 1  P ( A ; ; -  )  
1=1 
> 1 - G .  
It now follows/ using the proof of Lemma 2.5 of Pyke and 
Shorack (1968)/ that for e > 0 there exists b > 0 such that 
(II.3.12) P{Kjj(t) < 2bX"*t for t > 1/N} > 1-e. 
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We can now use Equations II.3.8 and II.3.11 to prove 
that (K)) p 0 uniformly in continuous F and G and 
Xj^e[0,l]. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.2, Pyke 
and Shorack (1968). 
We need only consider the intervals [0,6] and [1-Ô, 1] 
where 6 is small. To see this observe that on the interval 
(6, 1-6),q(K) and with high probability, qCK^) are bounded 
away from zero. Hence, the supremum over (6, 1-6) converges 
by Equation II.3.8. Also, we need only consider the interval 
[0,6] since the interval [1-6, 1] can be considered using the 
reverse process. 
Assume without loss of generality that q is nondecreasing 
on [0,6]. For e, ri > 0 choose b to satisfy Equation II.3.11. 
Then use Lemma II.3.5 to choose a > 0 so that 
P{|Um(t)| < nq(XQt/2b), 0 < t < a} > 1-e; 
then choose 6 > 0 such that 
P{Kjj(t) < a, 0 < t < 6} > 1-e 
for large N. Such a 6 is possible since p(HïÇ^, HH 0 
and Kjj(t) £ HHjj^(6) for t £ 6. Thus for N large, we have 
P{ sup |U* (K^(t) |/q(t) < n) 
0_CT<^S 
lP{(lUm(t)| £ nq (XQt/2b) , 0 < t < a) 
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n (K^{t) < a, 0 < t < 6) 
n(K^{t) < 2 h \ ~ ^ { t ) ,  t > 1/N)}. _ 
Since e and n are arbitrary this completes the proof of 
Theorem II.3.2. 
II.4. The two-sample process 
This section consists of results concerning the weak 
convergence of to a limiting process when -»• and the 
Chernoff and Savages Theorems which follow from the weak 
convergence of These results are obtained using arguments 
given in sections 3, 4 and 5 of Pyke and Shorack (1968) and 
Pyke and Shorack (1969). The theorems of this section are 
therefore stated without proof. 
Lemma II.4.1 
With probability one, 
LRttl = E^(t) U^(FH^l(t)) 
- AY(T) V^(GH;^(T))} + 6^(T) 
for all te [0,1] where 
iÇ^(t) - t) 
a^(t) = (K(u^) - K(t))/(u^.-t) , 
and B is defined by 
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^ ^ 1 
(Ljj is defined by left continuity at any otherwise undefined 
point). 
Proof ; 
The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.1 of Pyke and 
Shorack (1968). 
Since Xjj FH~^ (t) + (l-X^,) GH"^(t) = t, Fh"^ and GH"^ are 
absolutely continuous. Let a^ and b^ denote the derivatives 
-1 -1 
of FH and GH respectively, which exist on [0,1] except on 
a set of Lebesque measure zero. Let a^ and b^ denote the 
derivatives of FH^^ , GH^^ where = X^F + (l-Xg)G. Now, set 
LGTT) = (L-X*){XRL/2 B^FT) U^FFH^LFT)) 
- (L-X*)"L/2 A^FT) V^(GH^^(T))}. 
Assumption II.4.1. 
The functions have derivatives a^ for all t E (0,1) 
and have one-sided limits at 0 and 1. 
Theorem II.3. 
(a) Suppose Assumption II. 1 holds, X^ ->• X^ and qeQ. Then 
Pq(Lj|!j/ L^) g 0 so that L^ J L^ relative to (D ,Pg), where D 
is the set of left continuous functions on [0,1]. The same 
statement holds for d . q 
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(b) If, in addition, the measures : N ^  1} and v of 
Section 2.1 satisfy 
(i) 
IN 
d(Vjj - v) g 0, and, 
N 
C 
(ii) j q d |v| < 
rl 
then T. N p ^ d |v|, a N(0, cr^) random variable where 
XF 
o •' o 
-1 —1 j b^fu) b^(v)FH^ (u) (1-FH^ (v) )dv(u)dv (v) 
+ K  ^  ! J' J' 
k=l Jo J 
BO(u)bQ(v)(F^(U),HÔ^(v))-FH^l(u)FHÔ^(v)) 
dv (u)dv (v) 
+ (1-A* ) 
•m; 
rv 
a (u)a. (V)GH"^ (U) (1-GH ^ (v) )dv {u)dv (v) 
o Jo ° ° ° ° 
+ (1-X*) 
- (U)GHq^ (v) )dv (u)dv (v) . 
+ (1-X*) 
! IT k=0 Joro
a^ (u) b^ (v) (H^ (u) , (v) ) 
- GHÔ^(u) FHÔ^(v)) dv(u)dv(v) 
where F^, G^ and denote respectively the joint distribu­
tions of (X^, (%!' Y^+i) and (X^, • 
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Whenever well defined let 
r l  
If(t)I d|v| (t). 
o 
Theorem II.4.2 
(a) Suppose is differentiable a.e. |v|, = X* 
+ and q djv] < <» for some qeQ. Then ] |L^ 
O 
" ^ o''v p ° that J relative to (D", ||-||^). 
(b) Suppose in addition that the measures : N ^ 1} 
of Section 1 satisfy 
(i) |i - V) g 0. 
THEN TJ, G j 
N 
1 2 2 
L dv which is a N(0, a^) random variable with 
o 
given in Theorem II.4.1. 
Remark ; 
Proposition 5.1 of Pyke and Shorack (1968) shows that the 
conditions of Theorem II.4.1 are weak enough to cover most 
cases of interest. 
The following conditions are used in the concluding 
theorem: 
fl 
qd IV 1 
J r\ 
(Cl) There exists qeQ such that J |v|<M< «> . 
o
(C2) I |C* - J(i/N - (1-1/N))| < Ô 
i=l * 
where 5^ = o(l). 
(C3) - x*i £ Mjj where = 0(1) and F « is 
differentiable a.e. - |v 
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(C4) F, G (which may depend on N) and are such that 
the functions F » H ^ have derivatives a^ which form a 
uniformly equicontinuous family and a^ converges uniformly 
to a^ as N + oo. (Given e > o there exists such that 
|a^(s) - ajj(t) I < e for all |s-t| < 6^ and for all N, and 
N > Ng. implies |ag(t) - a^(t)l < e for all t.) 
N-1 * , 
(C2') (a) - J(i/N)] = Op(N"^/^). 
(B) C*JJ=O 
(c) J(1 - 1/N) = o (N^/Z) . 
Theorem II.4.3 
(i) Under (CI), (C2') and (C3) 
w i ;  
T„ -»• L dv as N ->• oo. 
~ 'o o 
(ii) Under (CI) (C2) (C3) and (C4) 
.1 
p ) L dv as N-»- oo o ° 
and the convergence is uniform in the set of all F, G, 
Cjj^'s and J such that the conditions hold for fixed q, M, G^'s, 
' s, 5g. 's and N^'s. 
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III. THE MIXING CASE 
III.l. Introduction 
XJ6 t / X2 F # # # F ^ nv ' * * * and • • t # * # # be two 
independent sequences of random variables. The following 
assumptions are made on the underlying probability distribu­
tions : 
(i) The sequences, {X^} and {Yj}, are each 
strictly stationary. 
(III.1.1) (ii) Each sequence is mixing with a common mixing 
function (f) (See Definition 1.2.2). 
(iii) J < <» . 
k=l K 
Define 
(III.1.2) 
"X = 
H = 
^ = 
H  = 
K = 
XF + (l-X)G 
H, 
'X 
FH. 
FH 
N 
-1 
N 
-1 
-1 FH . 
Also, as before, we take 
(III. 1.3) Lj^(t) = (Fj^H^^ (t) - FH~^(t)) for te [0,1] 
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III.2. The one-sample processes 
The results of this section rely heavily on two theorems. 
They are stated now as a matter of convenience. 
Theorem III.2.1 
Let random variables. Let = Çj^+...+Çj^ 
(S = 0) and put M = max |s, |. If there exists y > 0 and 
OFKGN ^ 
a > 1 such that 
E{|S.-S.|Y} < ( I u )*, 0 < i < i <m, 
J i<Jl£j 
where u^,...,u^ are positive numbers, then, 
PGTMM 1 " 1 ("I+.-.+V" 
where K depends on y and a. 
ProofI 
See Theorem 12.2 of Billingsley (1968). 
Theorem III.2.2 
Let be stationary and ^-mixing. Suppose that 
ICgl £ 1 with probability one, = 0 and E < => 
Then r 
E(S^) < 288 (n? + n E{Ç^}) 2.1/2 I (k+1) 
k=0 
Proof: 
This is Lemma 1 of section 22 of Billingsley (1968). 
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Lemma III.2.1 
Let q(t) = c(t(l-t))^/^ 0 _< t £ 1, for a 6 with 
0 < Ô < 1/2 and assume the conditions stated in III.1.1. Then, 
•e 
for 0, 0 < 0 < 1/2, such that 
constant K. such that 
* 
{o (t)) ^dt < 1 there exists a 
P { |u^(t) 1> q(t) , 0 < t < 0} < 0 + I® (q(t))~2 dt 
for all m > Mq = max [ (4/c0) , (4/0)^/^]. Moreover, does 
not depend on 0. 
Proof : 
Let q^(x) = 1 (_oo F~^(t)] " t, and consider real points 
< s = 0, with Sg = (20/m) , 1 < & < m. , Then_ 
for every pair (j,k) satisfying 1 < j < k £ m 
2 
0 < < SG < 
(III.2.3) 
9S . 
9(SK,II Q'SJ-I) G(SJ_I)Q(SK_I) 
(L-SK) 
QCS^-L) * îT5~:ir 
(1-^) (1-SK> 
QLIJIP" 
To obtain a useful bound on the right hand side of Equation 
III.2.3 we show that (t+a)/q(t) is nondecreasing in t for 
a < t < 0. To see this note,that the second factor on the 
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right hand side of (t+a)/q(t) = c~^ (t^^^ + (t*^/(1-t)) 
is clearly nondecreasing in t and the derivative of the first 
factor is positive, for a < t < 9. Using a = 0/in and t = s^_2, 
we obtain that s^/gfs^ ^for 2 < & <_ m, so that 
the first term in Equation III.2.3, which equals 
1—s. 
.  I  j<l<k 
&-1 
- G(SK-I) I<I j<£<k q(s%_2) 
(III.2.4) 
where we have used the monotonicity of q in (0,1/2). The 
second term in Equation III.2.3 can be expressed as 
s . 
JL 1  
J<&<K Q(S2_2) 
(III.2.5) 
s. 
+ 
StSj-i) j< A<k 
i -r  
®Jl-l 
" 9(SA_2) 
Note that the monotonicity of t+a/q(t), a < t < 1/2, as in 
Equation III.2.4, implies 
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(111.2.6) 
I<&<K 
&-1 
S&-1 
S(S2-L) " 9(SA_2) 
j<£<k 9(s%_2) S(S%_2) 
< I 
— M Î ]<&<k 9 
Also, using the mean value theorem and the definition of q, we 
have for each a, j < & ^  k, a t^ with s^_2 < t^ < s^_^, such 
Q(SJ_I) 
1 1 
, ~ S&-2) 
-
(1/2-6) (L-2TJ,) 
< E . =1-1 . (1/2-^1 
- I» Q(S%_2) Q(S;I-2)-SI-2-U-TO) 
< i 
from which it follows that 
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j<Lk 
1 1 
S(S&-2) ~ 
(III.2.7) 
< i 
— m j<a<k q (Sg_^) 
Using Equations III.2.7 and III.2.6 in III.2.5, it follows from 
Equations III.2.3 and III.2.4 that 
2' 
E 
9. (X-.) 
s . '"1 
Q(SK_I) " Q(SJ_I) 
(III.2.8) 
- 3 A 1 j<&<k 
Further, for 1 < k < m 
9 
(III.2.9) E 
9S. «!> 
, , e k.-l 
k-1 
< 2 0  y  
— m - 4 l<&<k 
Consider now for each pair (j,k), 1 < j < k <m, the 
sequence {n^ }!f_i with 
X 1—X 
(III.2.10) . „-L/2+S/2 
G. (X.) 
K 
9S . 'XI> 
9(SK-L) " S'SJ-L' 
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and observe that for m > (4/c6) 2/6 
I  H i  I  1  + V2  1 + 1 
Q(SK_I) Q(S. 3^) 
2m -1/2 + 6/2 
QCS^) 
(III.2.11) 4 m 
-6/2 
C 0  1/2-6 
1 êë • 
< 1. 
We can thus apply Theorem III.2.2 and use Equation III.2.8 to 
conclude the existence of a constant K, (K. is used as a 
<P <P 
generic constant below) such that 
m 
Z HI 
i=l ^ 
< K (mf E^(n^) + m E (n^)) 
(III.2.12) 
- % 
M 26 6 
m I j<Z<k q 
+ M 0 ^ 
j<i<k I  
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From Equation III.2.12, we have for 1 < j < k ^  m 
- M ] 
= E 
m 
z  n .  
i=l • 
(III.2.13) 
- ^<L> 
Q  
M I  j<Jl<k q 
+ m 
—Ô ^ Ï  m  J . , 1 .  _ 2  j<Jl<k q (s%_i) 
Since m > (4/9)we have m"^/^ < 6/4 < 6^/^/4. Observe that 
RE 
(q(t)) dt < 1 so that from Equation III.2.13 we have 
h  
Q'SK-L' 
(III.2.14) 1% 
6 
m I ]<&!% q (s%_i) 
^ 2 1 
I<A<K Q2(S^_I) 
1+5/2 
< K 
4» 
0 
m I -T  ^j<A<k q 
1+6/2 
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Similarly, using Equation III.2.9, Theorem III.2.2 and the 
same argument, it follows that 
(III.2.15) E 
9<=K-L' - '^'I> 
e  
M I  l<il<k q (s^_^) 
1+6/2 
Now let 
1 < i < m, (g^ = 0) and use Equations III.2.14 and III.2.15 
and Theorem III.2.1 to obtain 
(III.2.16) Q(SJ^) 
-
m-1 
I Ï  
0 
m 2 
&=1 q ( s & ) J  
1+6/2 
From Billingsley (1968, (22.17) page 119) we have 
for s < t 
|U^(s) I < |u^(t) I + vin (t-S), 
m 
so that for s^ < t i = 1,2,...,m we obtain, using the 
monotonicity of q(t) in (0,0), that 
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(III.2.17) 
q (t) G(S^I 
, •m 9/m 
q (e/m) 
OM(SI+L) 
G (SI* 
. /9/m 
q (0/m) 
Since m > (4/c8)^/^, we have 
(111-2-18) 1 & (E/M)G1 & -
From Equations III.2.16, III.2.17 and III.2.18, it follows that 
(III.2.19) P 
M— — 
°M(T) 
q(t) > 1 
< P max 
l<i<m 
°M(=L+L) 
fl 0  
- \ (1/q (s )) 
^ 2=1 
1+6/2 
- \ dt 0 q^(t) 
where we have used the monotonicity of q and the assumption 
r 0  
that (Q(T))"2 DT < 1. 
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If F^F~^(0/m) = 0 and m > (4/c8)^/^, then, for 
0 < t < 6/m we have 
q(t) 
< I MV2 ,1/2+6 
< I EV2+6„-« 
— C 
Thus, 
< 1. 
P{ |U^(t) I < q(t), 0 < t < 9/m} 
> P{{F^F'"^(E/M) = 0} 
(III.2.20) = 1 - P 
m 
U (F(X.) < 6/m) 
i=l ^ 
> 1 - m — 
— m 
=  1 - 9 .  
From Equations III.2.19 and III.2.20, we have for m > Mg 
P{|U^(t) I > q(t) , 0 < t < 0} 
• 0  
< 8 + K dt 
* JO G2(T) 
The proof is complete. 
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Theorem III.2.1 
Suppose X^fXg,... f... stationary and (|)-mixing with 
I < 00 and suppose each X^ has a continuous distribution 
function F. Then U^/Q ->• U^/Q relative to (D,d) where is the 
LI 
Gaussian random function specified by 
(111.2.21) E{U^(t)} = 0 
and 
E(UO(S) U^TT)) = ETG^CX^) G^CX^)) 
00 CQ 
(111.2.22) + I E(g (X^) g^. (X, ) ) + I E (g (X, ) g^fX,)) 
k=2 s i t K k=2 s K c i 
with gg(a) = F-l(g)](a) - s. Further, is continuous 
with probability one. 
Proof; 
For any 0 < a < b < 1, 
III.2.23 oj- (U /q) < 2 sup 
^ " - 0<t<a 
b<t<l 
q(t) 
. "s 'V 
min(q(a-26) , q(b+26)) 
U). (q) sup IU (t) I 
OITSL ™ 
[min (q (a-26) , q (b+26) ) ] ^ 
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For each such a and b the second term on the right converges 
to zero in probability by Equation 22.13 of Billingsley (1968) 
Observe that Wg(q) -»• 0 as 6 -»• 0 since q is continuous. 
That sup | u  (t)I  =0 (1), follows from Equation 22.13 of 
0<t£l m P 
Billingsley (1968) and the inequality 
1 |U^(0) I + Z U^(it/k) - U^((i-l)t/k). 
i=l 
Hence, the third term on the right converges to zero in 
probability. 
Fix n > 0 and choose a < ^ so that j {qCt)}""^ dt 
< min(K^^ n^/2, 1). Then by Lemma III.2.1 
III.2.24 sup 
0<t<a q  ( t )  < & + *4 % 
-2  {q (t) } ^  dt 
<  n .  
In a similar manner, using the reverse process, we can choose 
b such that 
III.2.25 sup 
b<t<l 
>  n  q(t) <  n .  
By Equations III.2.24 and III.2.25, the first term on the right 
hand side of Equation III.2.23 does not exceed 2n on a set 
whose probability is greater than l-2n. Thus, 
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(111.2.26) Wg(U^) g 0. 
Hence, by Theorem 1.3.2, {U^/q} is tight relative to (D,d). 
Theorem 22.1 of Billingsley states that converges 
weakly (relative to (D,d)) to a Gaussian process with parameters 
as specified in Equations III.2.15 and 111,2.16, that is 
U U relative to (D,d). Hence, by Slutzky's Theorem the 
m LI O 
finite dimensional distributions of U^/q converge to those of 
D^/Q. 
Since {U^/g} is tight relative to (D,d) every subsequence 
contains a further subsequence which converges weakly to some 
limit. This limit must have the same finite dimensional distri­
butions as U^/q. Hence, every subsequence of {U^/q} contains 
a further subsequence which converges weakly to U^/q. There­
fore, U^/q £ U^/q relative to (D,d). Finally, U^/q is con­
tinuous with probability one by Equation III.2.26 and Theorem 
15.5 of Billingsley (1968). The proof of Theorem III.2.1 is 
complete. 
Since U^/q g U^/q relative to (D,d) and (D,d) is complete 
and separable, it is possible (see item 3.1.1 of Skorokhod 
(1956)) to construct processes {U^^t)/q(t) : 0£t£l}, m ^  0, 
with sample functions in D and having the same finite 
dimensional distributions as {U (t)/q(t) ; 0<t<l}, m > 0, but 
m — — — 
which also satisfy 
(111.2.27) o-
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We make an independent construction for the processes. All 
processes are defined on a single probability space (Sî, B, P). 
We now drop the symbol " from the notation. 
Lemma III.2.2 
U^/q) 0 as m -> 00 . 
Proof : 
From Theorem III.2.1, U^/q is continuous with probability 
one. The proof is completed by observing that d-convergence to 
a continuous function is equivalent to p-convergence (see 
Billingsley (1968, page 112). 
Lemma III.2.3 
Take 0 < 6 < 1/2 and let q(t) = c(t(l-t))^/^ ^ for 
te [0,1]. For 9 < 1, 
P{ sup |U (t)/q(t)1 < 1} 
o < t < e  
> 1-6-K. 4) . 
8 
{q(t)} dt 
where K. is the constant used in Lemma III.2.1. 
<P 
Proof: 
For all m > 1 
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Um(t) 
i-qTtr+ Uo/q)' 
Hence, for m large, we have by Lemma III.2.1 
P{ sup |U (t)/q(t)I £1} 
o<t<e ° 
> 1 - P{ sup l u  (t)/q(t) l  > 1/2} 
o<t<e " 
- P{p(Uj^/q; U^/q) > 1/2} 
f 9 5 
> 1-8-K^ {q(t)} ^ dt - P{p(Uyq, U^/q) > 1/2}. 
Since m was arbitrary we have by Lemma III.2.2 
f0 
P{ sup |U (t)/q(t) 1 £ 1} ^  1-0-K. {qtt)} dt. 
o<t£0 ^ ;o 
The proof of Lemma III.2.3 is complete. 
Lemma III.2.4 
—1 —1 
As N ^ oo, p (HHjj , HH ) 0 uniformly in all continuous 
F and G and e [0,1]. 
Proof; 
The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.3 of Pyke and 
Shorack (1968). Since H., - H = X„{F -F) + (l-X.J (G -G) , a 
M N m N n 
generalization of the Glivenko-Cantelli Theorem by Tucker 
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(1959) implies that pfH^, H) 0 uniformly in F and G and 
Xjj e [0,1]. Then 
HH'L) < P(HH~^, 
1 + 1/N. 
-1 -1 
Therefore, pfHH^ , HH ) 0. The proof of Lemma III.2.4 
is complete. 
Lemma III.2.5 
For each positive e and t, there exists b > 0 such that 
P{Kjj(t) £ b for t > 1/N} ^  1 - E. 
Proof ; 
Since p (K^, K) 0 and K{t) ^ t, the proof reduces 
to a study of the intervals [0,9] and [1-0,1] for sufficiently 
small 9. Further, it is enough to consider the interval [0,9] 
since the interval [1-0,1] may be studied using the reverse 
process. 
For fixed E, T > 0 ,  t a k e  6 = T/2(1-T) and q(t) = 
(t(1-t))^. Then choose 9 > 0 and Mq > 1 such that 
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(III.2.28) P (A^) > 1-E for in > Mq, 
where 
Am = sup 
O<t<0 q(t) 
< 1 
This choice of 0 and Mg is made using Lemma III.2.1. 
-1 Suppose t ^ 1/N. If 1/m £ (t), then using 
^(t) £ (t + 1/N) £ 2X*^ t and the definition of 
we have an A_ 
m 
|KQ(t)| = |FH-l(t)|= |F^H-^(t) - m-1/2 u^(FH-l(t))| 
(III.2.29) < F^H^^(t) + (F^H-^(t))^/^ lq(FH~^(t))| 
< 2X%1 t + (2X%1 t)l/2 (FHQl(t))1/2-5 
For simplicity, take x = FH^ (t) and rewrite Equation 
III.2.29 as 
(III.2.30) X < 2X* t + (2X* t) -1 .\l/2 1/2-6 
Completing the square in Equation III.2.30, we have 
X + 
1/2-6 
(2x;i t)i/2 +1' 
1/2-6 
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Hence, 
1/2 
X + 
1/2-6 
< (2X1^ t)l/2 + X 
1/2-6 
It follows that 
(III.2.31) < (2X%1 t)l/2 
Since X < 1, > (x^^)^ and 
(III.2.32) 
26 
We combine Equations III.2.31 and III.2.32 to obtain 
,1/2-6 xza 1 
2 •*" 2 
< (2X%1 t)l/2^ 
so that 
(III.2.33) X < (2\T^ 1/(1+26) 
Since, 6 = T/2(1-T), 1-T = 1/(1+26) and by Equation III.2.33, 
we have 
(III.2.34) X £ (2X%1 t)l"^ 
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1—T —1+T —1 
Take b = 2 , observe that X* < X* and substitute 
FHjj (t) for X in Equation III.2.34 to conclude that on 
(111.2.35) FH^lft) < b t^""^ 
if (t) 1 1/=^' 
If F^H^^(t) = 0 and t ^  we see easily that (t) 5 
m (Kjj (t) ) ^ so that on 
(111.2.36) FHjJ^(t) < b t^"^ 
if V'lct) = 0. 
Combining Equations III.2.28, III.2.35 and III.2.36 we 
conclude that 
P (K^(t) 1 b for 1/N i t < e )  
iP(V 
2 1-E. 
The proof of Lemma III.2.5 is complete. 
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Definition III.2.1 
Let U^(Kjg) equal for 1/N £ t £ 1-1/N and equal 0 
otherwise. 
Theorem III.2.2 
Take 0 < Ô < 1/2 and let q(t) = K(t (l-t) for 
te [0,1] , then 
°o«>> 5 0 
uniformly in all continuous F and G. 
Proof ; 
The proof is similar to Theorem 2.2 of Pyke and Shorack 
(1968). As before we need only consider the interval for 
[0,0] for small 6 since q(K) and with high probability qfR^) 
are bounded away from zero on [6,1-6]. Also, the reverse 
process can be used to consider the interval [1-9,1]. 
For given e, n > 0, take 0 < T £ 26 and choose b > 0 by 
Lemma III.2.5 so that 
(III.2.37) P{Kjj(t) < bX%l t^'T for t > 1/N} > l-e/3 . 
We assume without loss of generality that bX*^ ^  1. 
Take q^(t) = (1/2)^/^"^/^ c(t(l-t)) and observe that for 
t < 1/2 
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< (X/2)1/2-V2 , tl/2-T/2 
< (1/2):/^-''/:= (t (1-t) ) 1/2-V2 (2) 1/2-
(III.2.38) < c(t(l-t))l/2-a 
< q(t) . 
Since bX*^ > 1,we have A* ^/b < ^ and by Equation 
III.2.38 and the monotonicity we conclude that 
(III.2.39) qj^(X*t^"^/b) < qj^(t) < q(t). 
We can use Lemma III.2.1 to choose 6 > 0 and ML > 1 to 
o 
satisfy 
(III.2.40) P{|u^(t)| < Tiqj^(X*t^"^/b) , O<t< 0 } > l - |  
for m > M. . 
o 
Now a > 0 so that 
(III.2.41) P{K^(t) <0, 0 < t < a} > 1 - I . 
This is possible by Lemma III.2.3 since (t) £ X*^HH^^(a). 
With these choices of b, a, and 9 we have, by Equations 
III.2.37, III.2.39, III.2.40 and III.2.41, that 
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P{|u*(Kjj(t)) < nq(t) 0 < t < a} 
> P{[|Uj^(t) I < ng^(X*t^"Vb) , 0 < t < 0] 
r\ iKjj(t) <6 , 0 < t < a] 
n iKjjtt) < t > i/N]} 
< 1 - e 
for m > M^. 
o 
Since K(t) ^  we can use Lemma III.2.3 to show that 
P{IUQ(K)I < nq(t), 0 < t < a} > 1-e. 
Since e and n were arbitrary the proof of Theorem III.2.2 is 
complete. 
III.3. The two-sample process 
The results that follow are stated without proof. The 
results are similar to those of Sections 3 and 4 of Pyke and 
Shorack (1968) and Pyke and Shorack (1969). 
Lemma III.3.1; With probability 1 
I^(t) = B^(t) u^(PH;;i(t)) 
- A^(t) Vj^(GH^^(t))} + 6^(t) 
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for all te [0,1] where 
= ^j(t) - tl , 
Ajj(t) = [K(vl^)-K(t)]/(u^-t), = HHgl(t). 
and is defined by 
B^<t) = 1-
(Ljj(t) is defined by left continuity at any otherwise 
undefined points•) 
Assumption III.3.1 
The functions have derivatives a^ for all t e (0,1), 
and for some X', a^, is continuous on (0,1) and has one sided 
limits at 0 and 1. 
Definition III.3.1 
-1 -1 Let a_, b denote the derivatives of FH_ , GH_ where 
o o o o 
= XQF + (1-XQ)G. NOW, set 
L (t) = (l-X_)^/^{X%l/2 b (t) U (FH"^(t)) 
o o o o o o 
- (L-X^)"^/2 aQ(t) Vq(GHq^(t))}. 
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Theorem III.3.1 
(a) Suppose Assumption III.3.1 holds and X^. Then 
p L ^ )  ^  0  w h e r e  e q u a l s  o n  1 ]  a n d  0  e l s e w h e r e .  
Thus L' L relative to (D,p). The same statement holds for d. M 1J O 
(b) If in addition the measures : N ^  1} and v 
satisfy 
(i) 
1 
N 
Ljj - v) ^ 0, and. 
(ii) f d|v| J  n  
< 00 
then * 
P J n  
L dv. If a < °°, where 
o o 
IFV 
"o I } 
\ • o • co 
b (u) b (v) FH ^ (u) 
o o o 
(1 - (v))dv(u)dv(v) 
(III.3.1) + X%1 % f^f^b^(u)b^(v)(F*(H%l(u),H"l(v)) 
° k=lJoJo ° ° ^ ° ° 
- FH^^{u)FH^^(v))dv(u)dv(v) 
+ (l-Xq^'lf f aQ(u)aQ{v)GH~^(u) (I-GHQ^(V)) 
J  q J  o  
dv (u) dv (v) 
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Ï a (u)a (V) (G, (GH"^{U) , 
° k=l JoJo ° ° KO 
GH~^(v))-FH^l(u)(v))dv(u)dv(v), 
fl 2 
then dv is a N(0,a^) random variable. 
^ o 
Theorem III.3.3 
(a) Suppose KQ is differentiable a.e. |v|, + 
•"N " ^o ' ^ V p 
so that f L relative to (D , ||'|| ). 
0(N , and [ q d |v| < <» for some q. Then ] |L^ - L^| |„ ^  0 
•'o 
(b) If, in addition, the measures {v^ : N ^ 1} and v 
satisfy 
i; (i) I  Ljj d(Vjj -V) g  0 ,  
N 
then T^ + I L dv which is a N(0,a^) random variable if 
0 o o 
2 2 Cg < ™, with 0^ given by Equation III.3.1. 
The conditions used in the concluding theorem are the 
same as those employed in Theorem II.4.3. 
Theorem III.3.3 
(i) Under (CI), (C2) and (C3) 
L dv as N -»• 00 . 
0 ° 
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(ii) Under (Cl), (C2), (C3) and (C4) 
T„ -»• f L dv as N oo 
N P Jo o 
and the convergence is uniform in the set of all F, G, 
* 
Cjji's and J such that the conditions hold for fixed q, M, ô^'s, 
Mjj's, G^/s, and N^'s. 
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IV. THE SCALE PROBLEM 
IV.1. Introduction 
The scale problem will be approached by considering tests 
based on the observation centered at the respective estimated 
location parameters. Conditions will be given under which the 
asymptotic distribution of this modified rank order test will 
not depend on the estimated location parameters. 
Sukhatme (1958) considered the special case of bounded 
U-statistics. He specified sufficient conditions under which 
the modified U-statistic and the original U-statistic have 
the same asymptotic distribution. 
Raghavachari (1965) considered the normal score test. 
He assumed that the underlying distribution functions, F and 
G, possess density functions f and g, respectively which are 
symmetric about their location parameters. He also assumed 
that 
f (x)/(j)($"^{F(x) }) , g(x)/4($"l{G(x)}) 
are bounded where ^(x) = (2TT) exp{-x^|2}. 
Sen (1967) applied the Chernoff-Savage technique using a 
general J function. He assumed that; 
(1) F and G have continuous densities (f and g 
respectively) which are symmetric about their location 
parameters 
(2) J(u) is symmetric about u = 1/2 
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(3) J' (F(x-t) )f (x-t) < KT(x) and J* (G(x-t))g(x-t) 
< KT(x) for all ItI < c (c a constant) where T(x) is square 
integrable with respect to F and G. 
In this chapter we generalize the work of Pyke and Shorack 
(1968) and improve upon the results of Raghavachari (1965) and 
Sen (1967). Assume » without loss of generality, that g = n = 0. 
As 
Let Ç and n be suitable estimates of Ç and n respectively. 
Further, we assume that |ç| = |n | = ©^(N'"^^^). Define 
(IV.1.1) 
Therefore, 
F^(x) = (number of such that x^ £ x)/m. 
G^(x) = (number of such that y^ £ x)/n. 
(IV.1.2) G^(x) = G*(x + nl 
Kw = Vm<* + Ê) + 
Let 
(IV.1.3) 
Hxjj(x) = XjjF(x + Ç) + (l-XjG(x + n) N' 
®o,Xj^ (x) = XjjF(x) + (l-Xjj)G(x) 
Hg/x) = X*F(x) + (l-X*)G(x) 
Kjj(t) = F(H;;^(t) - i) 
K, (t) = F(H"1 (t) - I) 
N *N 
K(t) = FHrl(t) . 
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Also » take 
(IV.1.4) 
U*(t) = F"^(t) » t) 
V*(t) = nl/2(G* G"^(t) - t) . 
n n 
* * 
and are one-sample empirical processes under 
independence. Hence, the results of Section 2 of Pyke and 
Shorack (1968) can be used. With this in mind,let and 
* 
be independent tied down Wiener processes such that ^ 
* 
and V relative to (D,d). The reader will note that the 
n Jj o 
results of Pyke and Shorack (1968) may apply only to specially 
constructed sequences (see item 2.2 of Pyke and Shorack). The 
~ notation is again not used. 
We define the two sample empirical process {L^ft) : 
0 £ t £ 1} by 
Ljj(t) = {F^HQ^(t) - FH -^(t)}. 
Write 
* 
\ ' o  "'"N 
where v^j, N ^  0, is defined in Section 1.2, We will find 
* 
conditions under which the asymptotic distribution of T^ 
d e p e n d s  o n  P ,  G ,  a n d  v .  
It is natural to propose the modified 2-sample empirical 
process (t) : 0 £ t £ 1} defined by 
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L*(t) = ^1/2 (t) - F(H^l(t) + i)}. 
* 
The asymptotic behavior of will be studied in order to 
* 
determine the asymptotic distribution of T^. 
IV.2. The one-sample processes 
Lemma IV.2.1 
p (H, H, 0 uniformly in F and G and e A. 
N N N 
Proof; 
We have by IV,1.2 
P { H X j j '  H j j )  =  s u p l X j j ( F * ( x + Ç ) - F ( x + Ç ) )  
( I V . 2 . 1 )  +  ( 1 - X j j )  ( G * ( x + r ! ) - G ( x + n )  )  1  
< Xjj p{F*,F) + (I-x^)P(g;,G). 
Hence, by the Glivenco-Cantelli Theorem, 
( I V . 2 . 2 )  p ( H  ,  V  0 .  
N 
Further, 
( I V . 2 . 3 )  P ( H  H  H - 1 )  1 P ( H ,  
N  N  N  N  
+ H-l). 
N N 
The first term on the right hand side of Equation IV.2.3 
converges a.s. to zero as N ^ * by Equation IV.2.2. The 
second term on the right hand side is less than or equal to 
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1/N. Hence, p (H. H, 0. The proof of Lemma 
N N N 
IV.2.1 is complete. 
Lemma IV.2.2 
p(U^(Kjj), (K^ ) ) g 0 uniformly in F and G and E A, 
Proof : 
Using the definition of p and the triangle inequality, 
we have 
(IV.2.4) 
< P(U*,0^) + P(Do(V' "o'V" 
Since 
H, H:^(t)-H. H7^(t) = X^{F{H"^(t)+i)-P(H7^(t)+Ç)) 
N N Ajj 
+ (1-Xjj) (G(HjJ^(t)+n)-G(H^^(t)+n) ) 
N 
we have, from Lemma IV.2.1 and the fact that K._ - K, and 
-1 . -1 - ^ 
G{H + n) - G(H% + n) are of the same sign, that 
w Ajj 
(IV.2.5) ats. ® • 
Thus, since is a.s. continuous on [0,1], it follows from 
Equation IV.2.5 that 
(IV.2.6) Oo%l)aTs. »• 
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Lemma 2.1 of Pyke and Shorack states that p(U ,U ) ^ 0. in o â • s • 
Hence,by Equations IV.2.4 and IV.2.6 we have 
N 
The proof of Lemma IV.2.2 is complete. 
Lemma IV.2.3 
Given e > 0, there exists b > 0 such that 
P{K^(t) < 2bX*^t for all t > 1/N} > 1-e. 
Proof ; 
For E > 0/we have, using Lemma 8 of Govindarajulu et al. 
(1967), that there exists b > 0 such that 
(IV.2.7) P(\) > 1-E 
where 
A = {F(x) < bF (x) for all x where F_(x) > 0} • 
m — m m 
Thus, if t > 1/N and 0 < Fjjj(H^^ (t) ) , then on 
K^(t) = F(H-l(t)+g) < bF*(H^^(t)+Ô 
(IV.2.8) _i 
< bX*^ (t) < 2bX/t. 
Also, if t ^  1/N and F^H^^(t) = 0 then we have 
H^^(t) < F^^(l/m) = F^'^d/m) - i. 
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Hence, if t > 1/N and (t) = 0, then on 
— m N m 
K^(t) = F(H^l(t)+E) < F(F*~^(l/ltl)) 
(IV.2.9) 
< b F* F*"^(l/in) < b/m. 
— m in — 
Thus, from Equations IV.2.7, IV.2.8 and IV.2.9 
P{KQ(t) < 2bX*H for all t > 1/N} > 1-e. 
The proof of Lemma IV.2.3 is complete. 
Definition IV.2.1 
** * 
Let (K^) equal for 1/N £ t £ 1-1/N and equal 
zero otherwise. 
Theorem IV. 2.1 
For q e Q 
Pg<C<V' "o<\" 5 " 
as N ->• 00 uniformly in F and G and e A. 
Proof ; 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.2 of Pyke and 
Shorack (1968). The details are therefore left to the reader. 
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IV. 3. The two-sampj-e process 
Lemma IV.3.1 
With probability one, 
L^(t) = U*(F(H^^(t)+|)) 
- V*(G(Hjj^(t)+S))) + 6^(t) 
for all t e [0,1] where 
«Rit) = aQ(t)Nl/2{HQH-l(t) - t), 
and is defined by 
Proof ; 
The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.1 of Pyke and 
Shorack (1968) and is therefore omitted. 
Definition IV.3.1 
Whenever well defined, set 
Lo't) = a-x^)  u„(FH;i(t)) 
(IV.3.1) 
- (1-XQ)"^/^ a^ct) V^CGH^^Ct))} 
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where and denote the derivatives of FH~^ and GH 
o o o o 
* 
We now consider the convergence of the L^-process to the 
1 
q d IV I <00 for some 
o 
limiting L^-process when ^ X* and 
q e Q (see Definition II.3.2). Let 6* be equal to on 
[1/N, 1-1/N] and 0 elsewhere, and let equal L* on [1/N,1] 
and 0 elsewhere. Since we have 
(IV.3.2) Pg(G*, 0) = o(l). 
Also, 
(IV.3.3) sup |L^(t)/q(t) i = o(l) , 
1-1/N<t<l " 
since |L^(t)|= 11-F(h"^(t)+i)| < X*^(l-t) in this 
N 
interval. 
Recall that whenever well defined 
rl 
^llv |f(t)I d|v|(t). 
o 
Also, iff qd IV I < 00 then 
Jo 
rl 
(IV.3.4) l|f|lv 1 Pqr(f'O) qdjvl 
^ o 
Hence, by Equation IV.3.2 
4 1  i v  =  ° ( i )  
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and by Equation IV.3.3 
r l  
1 |Ljj|d|vl = o(l). 
Thus, in order to prove that 
it will suffice to show that 
(IV.3.5) U** (P(H^^(t)+S)) - b^(t) D^(K^)|I„ 
** 
and the similar expression in A^, a^, V^ , V^ and G converge 
in probability to zero. By the definition of j jf[j^f Equation 
IV.3.5, and the triangle inequality, we must show that 
p(Bn.0){||U;*(V - UglK )|lv 
N 
(IV.3.6) + - °o(Ko)ll^} 
+ Pq(0o«'o>'0>ll(VVqllv 
converges to zero. Since |Bj,(t)| < (1-Xj,)*" , we have that 
|Bjj(t) I = O(^). Apply Theorem IV.2.1 and Equation IV.3.4 to 
^fc  ' f c  
get that ||(K^) - (K^ )j|y ^ 0. By Lemma 2.2 of Pyke and 
N ^ 
Shorack (1968) we have that Pg(U^(K^),0) = 0^(1). Hence, in 
order to establish 
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IK - ^ oiiv ; » 
it suffices to find conditions under which 
(IV.3.8) 
and 
(IV.3.9) I ~ boisiIv p ° 
We now make an assumption which will imply IV.3.8 and IV.3.9. 
Assumption IV.3.1 
We assume that F and G possess densities f and g such 
that the boundary of the set of common zeroes of f and g is 
finite. Further, in any compact subset of = {x: 0 < F(x) 
< 1}, f has at most a finite number of discontinuities. 
Similarily, in any compact subset Eg Sg = (x: 0 < G(x) < 1}, 
g has at most a finite number of discontinuities. 
Lemma IV.3.2 
For all t e [0,1] we have 
(b) 
and (o) H"l(t - 6 ) < h"^, (t) < H"^(t + e„) 
O N — OFA^ — O N 
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where = max C| S | , | n | )  = and 
0JJ = 2 maxdXjj - = 0(N"^/^). 
ProofI 
(a) Clearly, we have 
(IV.3.10) . (x - T ) < H, (x) < H , (x + X  ) .  
For convenience let H , (x + T„) = R(x). We have R ^(t) = 
0,Ajj N 
H"^, (t) - T and using Equation IV.3.10 R'^(t) < H7^(t). 
' N 
-1 -1 
Hence,we have H , (t) - T < H. (t). Similarly, 
o,Ajj w - An 
H,^(t) £ (t) - T^. The inequalities involving are 
AJJ o,AJG rg iM 
obtained similarly. 
(b) Since + (Xjj - X*) (F - G) , we have 
Ho'*' - 1 1 Ho'x) + V2-
N 
Hence , 
(IV.3.11) H[ (x) - 8^ < H, , (x) < H. (x) + 0^. 
O  N  O ,  X j j  O  N  
Let y = H (t). Using Equation IV.3.11 
Ho<y' - »N ^ = t 
since F and G are continuous. Thus, 
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HQ(Y) < t + 0Q so that Y = (t) < H^lft + 6jj). Similarly, 
-1 -1 
H (t - 9-) < H „ (t) and the proof is complete. 
O IN 
Let C^C(0,1) be the set on which is differentiable, 
H^^(t) is a continuity point of f and g ,  and H^^is continuous. 
By Assumption IV.2.1 and the fact that X^FH^^(t)+(l-X^)(t) 
= t, the Lebesgue measure of is one. 
Lemma IV.3.3 
For t E Cg, 
% - 5 
Further, for every subsequence of {N} there is a further 
subsequence {N'} such that 
P{K, -i- K_ on C_} = 1. 
Proof: 
O "o 
Let t e C^. Using Lemma IV.3.2 and the triangle 
inequality, we have 
|K (t) - K (t)| = |F(H"l(t)+E) - FH"^(t)|. 
° 
(IV.3.12) < |F(H^^(t + 8^) + 2Tjj) - FH^lft)! 
+ |F(H;l(t - 6^) - 2Tj,) - FH-l(t)|. 
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Consider F(H^^{t + 8^) + 2Tjj) - (t) . By an application 
of the triangle inequality, 
|p(H^^(t + 6j,) + 21^) -
< |F(H;l(t + e^) + 2T^) - F(H^^(t + e^)| 
+ |F(H'^(t + ejj)) - FH'^(t) |. 
Thus, using the definition of and a Taylor expansion we 
have for N large, 
|F(H;l(t + e^) + 2Tjj) - F(H-l(t)| 
(IV.3.13) < 2t^ + Sj,) + 
+ »N " + ^2«N' 
where lAjJ.lagI < 1. Since 6^ = o (N 
we have by Equation IV.3.13 and the continuity of f at (t) 
(IV. 3.14) lF(H^^(t + 0jj) + 2T.^) - FH^^(t)lj 0. 
Similarly, 
(IV.3.15) |F(H^^(t - e^) - 2Tjj) - FH-^(t)|g 0. 
Combining Equations IV.3.12, IV.3.14 and IV.3.15 we have 
- Ko'tllg 0 
N 
for all t e C. 
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For any subsequence of {N} there exists a further 
subsequence {N'} such that 8.^, 0. Hence, by IM JN & * S # 
Equation IV.3.13 
P{F(H^l(t + 8^,) + 2t^,) - FHrl(t)^0, t e C^} = 1. 
Similarly, 
P{F(H"^(t - 8%,) - 2T^,) - FH"^(t)->0, t e C^} = 1, 
so that 
P{K. K , t e C } = 1. 
Aj^j, O O 
The proof of Lemma IV.3.3 is now complete. 
Lemma IV.3.4 
If 
rl 
I q I d 1VI < <», then 
o 
-  ° o < V l l v  5  0-
Proof ; 
First, we will show that for 6 > 0 there exists a 
constant c > 0 such that P(Ag) > 1-6 where 
(IV. 3.16) Ag = {W;|UQ(K^ (t) )-U^ (K^ (t) ) [ < c q(t) for all 
t e (0,1)}. 
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Let e be the value associated with q as in Definition II.3.2. 
We have 
sup 
0<t<l q(t) q(t) 
£ sup 
0<t<e 
( t ) )  
q (t) q (t) 
(IV.3.17) 
+ sup 
l-e<t<l 
u (K (t)) 
N , O O 
q(t) q(t) 
2p(Ug,0) 
inf q(t) 
e<t<l-e 
-1 
Consider the first term on the right. Since t = (t)+Ç) 
N 
+ (l-X_)G(H"l(t)+n), we have K. (t) = F(H7^(t)+Ç) < X^^t. 
" '^N N N 
Hence, for 0 £ t £ a (with a < e X*) 
(IV.3.18) U (K, (t))/q(t))< U (K. (t))/q(X*K, (t) ) 
o ° 
Similarly, FH ^ (t) £ X*^t and for 0 £ t £ a. 
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By Equations IV.3.18 and IV.3.19 we have 
sup 
0<t<a 
9o(Kx^(t)) U^(K^{t)) 
q(t) qCt) 
(IV.3.20) 
£ 2 sup 
0<t<e 
Uo (t) 
The second term on the right side of Equation IV.3.17 may 
be dealt with in a similar manner by considering the reverse 
process. Thus, we have 
sup 
0<t<l 
n^(K^(t)) 
q (t) q (t) 
(IV.3.20) 
< 4 sup 
0£t£e 
l-e<t<l 
Uo(t) 
qT^ry 
P(UQ,0) 
inf q(t) 
E<t<l-E 
By Lemma 2.2 of Pyke and Shorack (1968) and the definition of 
q, each term on the right is bounded in probabilities. Hence, 
sup 
0<t<l 
U (K- (t)) 
o Ajj Uo(K^(t)) 
q(t) q(t) = Op(l) 
and for 6 > 0, c and can be chosen. 
On Ag, |Uq(K^ (t)) - Uo(Ko(t))| is bounded by a |v 
integrable function. By Lemma IV.3.3 and the a.s. continuity 
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of we have for every subsequence of {N}, a further 
subsequence {N*} such that (same argument as Lemma IV.3.6) 
|U (K, (t) - U (K (t) ) l  0 a.e. P X  |v|. 
' O A„ O O N 
Hence, by the dominated convergence theorem, for 6 > 0 
r l  
P{ |U (K (t)) - U (K (t))|d|v|+0/A_} = 1. 
0 o Ajj, o o 0 
Thus 
P i f  1 U q(KJ^ (t)) - U^CK^tt)) d|vl->0/Ag} = 1 
•'0 N 
and 
Lemma IV» 3.5 
For every subsequence of {N} there is a further sub­
sequence {N'} such that 
P{lim (t) = lim H.^ (t) = H ^(t) for all t e C} = 1. 
o 
Proof ; 
First, we show that 
(IV.3.21) P{w: limH*"^(t) = (t) for all t e C^} = 1. 
N-»°° 
Continuity of at t implies (see Hajek and Sidak (1967) and 
page 33) that for e > 0 
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H (H~^Ct)-e) < t < H^(H~^(t)+e) . O O ' o o 
It follows that for e' >0, there is an e" > 0 such that 
IY - H~^(t)|> e' implies |t - Hg(y)| > e". Thus, setting 
it is enough to show that (H^ ^  (t) ) - t 0 
uniformly in t. This follows using arguments similar ifo those 
of Lemma 2.3 of Pyke and Shorack (1968). For almost all (P) 
W E 0, 
sup |H H- ^ (t) - t| ->• 0 as N -> 00 
0<t<l ° 
which shows that for almost all (P) w c 0 ^(t) ->• H^^(t) 
for all t E Cg. Thus, Equation IV.3.21 is proved. 
We have, from Lemma IV.3.2 
- H;^(t)i 
where is as defined in Lemma IV.3.2. From Equation IV.3.21 
and the definition of t^, there exists a further subsequence 
{N'} such that 
P{lim H^^(t) -> H ^  (t) for all t e C } = 1. 
Similarly, by Lemma IV.3.2, there exists further sub­
sequence {N*} such that 
P{lim (t) = H%l(t) for all t E C } = 1. 
N-voo ° ° 
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Since 
1H"^ (t) - < 1H"^ Ct) - H"^ (t) 
Ajj, O — Ajjj, OfAjjt 
we have by Lemma IV.3.2 that 
P{lim H7^ (t) -> H"^(t) for all t e C } = 1. 
N-^co ^N' ° ° 
The proof of the lemma is now complete. 
Lemma IV.3.6 
Under Assumption IV.3.1, if = X* + 0(N , then 
II (An - 5 <II<®N - V^llv p °> 
as N 00. 
Proof ; 
We prove the result for A^; for the proof is similar. 
We have 
(IV. 3.22) Ajj(t) = AQi(t) Ajj2(t)/ 
KoKo#^^(t)+S)-Koao(H;2(t)+S) 
^i(t) = _ _i_ 
H^(Hj^"(t)+Ç) - HQ(H^^(t)+5) 
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^2 „ -1 %V(^) -  ^ 
N 
If we let 
DjJ^^ = F(HjJ^(t)+i) - F(H^^(t)+i) 
(IV.3.23) 
- G(H'^(t)+|) + G(H7^(t)+i) 
N 
and 
(IV.3.24) 
= G(H^^(t)+i) - G(H^^(t)+i) 
- G(H^^(t)+n) + G(H7i(t)+n), 
then we obtain 
H^(Hj;^(t)+i) - H^(H^^(t)+Ç) 
(IV.3.25) 
= Xq + G(HjJ^(t)+i) - G(H^l(t)+5) 
and 
(IV.3.26) 
(t)-t ^ 
N 
+ G(H"i(t)+n) - G(H7i(t)+n). 
N Ajj 
From Equations IV.3.24, IV.3.25 and IV.3.26, we have 
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(IV.3.27) 
= »X„ »N (t)-t + - X„) D^" 
N 
+ (1 - d^2'. 
Also, 
= H H;;^(t) - %^(t) + 
N N 
(IV.3.28) 
= djj(t) - N-1/2  Wjj(t) 
where 0 £ d^ft) = HjjHjj^(t)-t £ 1/N and 
Wjj(t) = (t) - H^lft)). Further, 
N 
W^(t) = - F(H^^(t)+5)) 
(IV.3.29)  + (1-Xj,)  (Gj^H^^(t)  - G(H^^(t)+n)))  
where (t) = (t)+Ti). From Equations IV.3.27 and IV.3.28 
we have 
uv.3.30, 
N"/ "d^tt) - M^(t) 
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From Lemma IV.2.3, we have 
(IV.3.31) p(W^, Wqjj) g 0 as N = 
where 
(IV.3.32) Wo^(t) = (t)) + Vo'KXm't)' 
N N 
* _l ^ 
with K. = G(H, (t)+n). From Lemma IV.3.3 we have for every 
N 
subsequence of {N} a further subsequence {N*} such that 
P{K, (t) K (t) and K* (t) GH%l(t) for t e C } = 1. 
I â • 6 • O f â. • 6 • O O 
Using these convergences. Equation IV.3.31, and the a.s. 
continuity of and V^, we have for every subsequence of {N} 
a further subsequence {N'} such that 
(IV.3.33) P{Wjj, (t) -»• W^tt) for all t e C^} = 1. 
Using a Taylor expansion we have 
D^2)(t) = i(g(H^^(t)+A^i) - g(H^l(t)+A2i)) 
N 
- Ti(g{HjJ^(t)+A^^) - g(H^^Xt)+A2n)) 
for t E Cg where |A^|,|A2| £ !• Using Lemma IV.3.5 and 
the continuity of g at H^^(t), we have for every subsequence of 
{N} a further subsequence {N'} such that 
(IV.3.34) P{N'^/^Dj5?^ (t) 0 for all t e C^} = i. 
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By similarity, 
(IV.3.35) P{N'l/2D^l)(t) ->• 0 for all t e C^} = 1. 
Now, for each w E 0, let ^ ={te{0,l); (t) ^  0}. It 
follows from Equations IV.3.30, IV.3.33, IV.3.34 and IV.3.35 
that every subsequence of {N} contains a further subsequence 
{N'} such that 
(IV. 3.36) P{a) e n ; Ajj,2(t) ->• 1 for all t e = 1. 
To study the limit of we use the same argument as 
that of Lemma 5.1 of Pyke and Shorack (1968). For this, note 
that for t e C H C and almost all w 
o,u o 
(H- H:^ ( t) -H (h7^ (t) +n ) ) ((H (H"l (t) +i ) -H (H~l (t) +Ç ) ) 
= {N^/^(X -X*) (F(H7^(t)+Ç)-G(H7^(t)+ri)) 
N N 
+ N^/^(1-X^)(n g(H:l(t)+A_n)-E g(H"^(t)+A,Ç)) } 
{N^/^djjft) - Wjj(t) + (X*-XQ^Nl/2Dj^)(t) + (l-XH)Nl/2D^2)(t)}-l 
remains bounded (see Equations IV.3.27, IV.3.28, IV. 3.33, 
IV.3.34, and IV.3.35). It follows as in Pyke and Shorack 
(1968) that 
(IV.3.37) P{w e n : A^.^^Ct) a^ (t) 
for all t e C /I C } = 1. 
ooa o 
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Note that v(Cg) =0. By combining Equations IV.3.36 and 
IV.3.37 we have 
Ajj, (t) -> a^Ct) a.e. P x \ v \ .  
Hence, applying the dominated convergence theorem (as in Pyke 
and Shorack (1968)), 
Convergence in probability follows and the proof of Lemma 
IV.3.6 is complete. 
(a) Suppose Assumption IV.3.1 holds and is differenti-
11 (An- - V'ïllaTs. " 
and from this we have 
11(3% -
Theorem IV.3.1 
able a.e. |v|, + 0(N 
q e Q. Then i |Ljjj - L^ | 1 ^ ^  0 so 
= Ao ' ) < «> for some 
 I 1 that L' L relative to 
o ' ' V p N P o 
(DM I - I I V)-
(b) Suppose in addition that 
rl 
(i) a(v^-v) g 0 
N 
(ii) lim 
N->oo 
(F(H"l(t)+C)-FH"l(t))dv 0 
Ajj O p 
o 
2 Iv which is a N(0,(JQ) random variable where 
in Pyke and Shorack (1968). 
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V. VARIATIONAL ARGUMENTS 
V.l. Asymptotic relative efficiency 
We have established that the limiting distribution of 
Chernoff-Savage statistics, T^, is asymptotically normal under 
p-dependence or a mixing condition (see Definitions I.1.1 and 
1.1.2). We will now study the efficiency properties of the 
statistics T^ relative to the corresponding normal theory 
statistics. 
Consider a sequence X^,X2f... • of identically 
distributed random variables. They may be independent or not. 
Denote by L (X) the probability law of X = (X^fX^,.../*^,...). 
Also, consider a double sequence Y~^^ln'^2n'* * *'^nn'* * *^ 
and let L(Y^^^) be the probability law of . Let 8^ and (f)^^ 
-1/2 be real numbers and assume that A„ = 0., - (j)„ = cN . We N N N 
also assume that 
(V.1.1) L(X - 8%) = L(Y^^^ - ^ ), 
where 8^ = ... ) and ^  
Further, 
(V.l.2) 0 < lim X- = X < 1. 
N-^co N o 
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Under these assumptions, one can evaluate the asymptotic 
relative efficiency, i.e. Pitman efficiency (see Hodges and 
Lehman (1956)), of two-sample rank-order tests relative to the 
t-test for testing A=0 vs. a sequence of near alternatives 
K^: = CN -1/2 Let T„ be a test statistic such that there N 
are functions a^(Aj^) and such that 
(V.1.3) N(0,1) , 
(V.1.4) 
and 
(V.1.5) E = lim 
N-»oo 
exists and is independent of c. is the efficiency of the 
* 
sequence T^. If is another test statistic appropriate for 
the same near alternative and E^* exists, then E^ = E^/E^* 
is the asymptotic relative efficiency (A.R.E.) of with 
respect to T, 
N 
V.2. The A.R.E. for the p-dependent case 
In this section we consider two sequences (X^yXg,...) and 
(YI,Y2,...) which satisfy the conditions for the Pitman criteria 
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described in Section V.l. Further, let these sequences be 
p-dependent with p ^ 1. In addition we assume that and are 
independent for any (i,j) combination. Observe that the 
notation here is the same as that in Chapter IV. 
Lemma V.2.1 
If Assumption IV. 1 is satisfied, + 0 (N , and 
y is a Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure on (0,1) for which u(CQ) = 0, 
then Ajj a^ and b^ in P x u measure as N -> <» . 
Proof; 
We have Ffx-G^) = Ctx-^^) where without loss of generality, 
= 0(N and = 0(N"^/^). Thus, Lemma V.2.1 is a special 
case of Lemma IV.2.1. The proof is therefore omitted. 
Theorem V.2.1 
If 
(i) Assumption IV.4.1 is satisfied 
and 
(ii) + 0(N ^/^),then 
5 to 
2 
a N(0,a^) random variable, with 
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J Cu)du - J (u)du 
0 
+ 2 
i=l 
,+00 «+00 
J(F(u) J(F(V) )dF^(u,v) -
J mmCoJ —00 i :  
J (u) du 
Proof (1) We use the results of Lemma V.1.1 and the argument 
fl 
of Theorem II.4.2 so that T„ ->• N p . L^dv which is a N(0,a^). To 
see that the expression for is the above theorem is equi­
valent to that of Theorem II.4.2 observe that dv = -dJ, (see 
Pyke and Shorack (1969)), apply integration by parts, and use 
the arguments of Corollary 2 of Chernoff and Savage (1958). 
Now, in the manner of Sen (1967), define 
A^(F,J) = J (u) du -
i :  
J (u) du 
Pi(F,J) = 
.+00 . + 00 'fl 2 
J(F(x))J(F(y))dFi(x,y) -
— 00 
J(u)du 
-coJ h 
A^(F,J) 
for i = l, . . . , p ;  and 
B(F,J) = lim N 
N-J-oo 
1/2 + 00 
J(XjjF(X+0jj) + (l-Xjj)F(x+(|)jj)) 
- J(F(x)) dF(x). 
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Then, by Equation V.1.5 and Theorem V.2.1, the efficacy 
of the procedure based on T^ is 
(F,J)/A^(F,J){1+2 f p.(F,J)}. 
i=l ^ 
Let Pj^ = Gov (X^, , then the efficacy of the two 
sample t-statistic is c[a^(l +2 ^ p.)] Thus, under 
i=l 1 
p-dependence, the A.R.E. of T^ with respect to the two-sample 
t-statistic is 
(V.2.1) B^(F,J) 
c A (F,J) 
+ 2 f p. 
i=l 
1 + 2 f p^(F, J) 
i=l 
Note that the first factor depends on the univariate 
marginal c.d.f. F(x), while the second depends on the bivariate 
distributions. The values for the first term are generally 
known and therefore will not be given. The second factor can­
not, in general, be bounded below (see Sen (1967)). Thus, for 
application of the above expression the reader must consider 
his special case of interest. The following comments are, 
however, of some importance. 
(i) The Normal Score Test: Take J equal to the inverse of 
the standard normal c.d.f. $. If the parent univariate distri­
butions are normal, then by Theorem 3 of Chernoff and Savage 
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(1958) the first term in Equation V.2.1 is one. If F is normal, 
say mean ^  and variance , then F(x) = $(^^^) so that J(F(x)) 
= (x-p)/a. Thus, if the parent bivariate distributions are 
also normal p^(F,J) = and Equation V.2.1 reduces to unity, 
(ii) Median Test; Take 
J (v) = 0 for 0 £ V £ 1/2 
= 1 for i < V £ 1, 
and assume that the underlying bivariate distributions are 
normal. It is known (see Hajek and Sidak (196?) and problem 8 
on page 278) that the first term of Equation V.2.1 reduces to 
2/ t t .  
To simplify the second term, we have 
J j  d F\(x,y) = P{Xi > 0, > 0}. 
It follows from Cramer (1945) and page 290 that 
f+" r+"' 1 1 _i J d F\(x,y) = J + ^  sin p. 
Thus, 
P^{P»J) = 4 • Yii^in ^ p, 
and the efficiency of the rank sum test with respect to the 
t-test is 
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^ = I 
1 + 2 
i=l 
or taking = sin U^TT we have 
E = f  
1 + 2 
i=l 
sin Uj^ir 
1 + 4  
i=l "i 
Since 
sin u. IT > 2 u. for 0 < u. < 1/2 
1 — X — 1 
we have 
E > I  
1 + 4 
i=l i^ 
1 + 4 
r—
1 
II •
H i^ 
for 0 < uu < 1/2, 
i " If# # # fP* 
Since = sin u^ir, it follows that E ^  2/^ if p^ > 0, 
i = l,...,p/ and using a similar argument that E < 2/ir if p^ < 0 
for i = 1,...,p. 
(iii) Rank Sum Test: Take J(u) = u and assume that the 
underlying bivariate distributions are normal. It is known 
(see Hajek and Sidak (1967) and problem 8 on page 278) that 
the first term of Equation V.2.1 reduces to 3/IT. 
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To simplify the second term, we follow the proof of 
Theorem 5,2 in Bickel (1964). We have 
<4-00 f + OO .+0 .-J-C 
F(x) F(y) dF.(x,y) 
J mm CO J mm CO 
= P {X-X' > 0, Y-Y' > 0} 
where X' and Y' are independent, identically distributed as F 
and (X,Y) is distributed as F\(x,y). Since these distributions 
are normal and the processes are stationary, we have that 
(X-X', Y-Y') has a N(0, 2a^, 2a^, p^/2) distribution. It 
follows from Cramer (1956) and page 290 that 
/•+<» /"+«> , 1 
J F(x)F(y)dF^(x,y) = ^  +2- sin" p^/2. 
Thus, 
p^(F,J) = 12 *2^ sin ^ p^/2 
and efficiency of the rank sum test with respect to the t test 
is 
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Since sin~^ y/y is nond^creasing for 0<y£l/2, we have 
sinlii ^ 1/2 ^  w o<y<l/2 
y — 1/2 j — 
0^<l/2. 
for 0<p.<l 
X  l g # # # y P #  
can be shown that E < 3/IT 
V.3. The A.R.E. for the mixing case 
Assume that (X^ Xg,...) and ¥^^,¥2/...) are ^-mixing (see 
Definition 1.2.2) and that they satisfy the conditions described 
in section III.l. The notation used here is the same as that 
in Chapter III. 
Lemma V.3.1 
If Assumption IV. 1 is satisfied, + 0(N ^/^), 
2 n^ (n) < «>, and y is a Lebesque-Sieltjes measure on (0,1) 
for which y (C°) = 0, then A^ -*• a^ and + b^ in P x y measure 
or 
. -1 ir 
sin y < Y y 
It follows that 
^ ? 
1 + 2 
i=l 
+ 2 .! Pi 
i=l 
In a similar manner it 
if p. < 0 for i = l,...,p. 
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as N -> 0°. 
Proof : 
As in Lemma V.2.1 the proof is similar to that of Lemma 
IV.4.1. 
Theorem V.3.1 
Suppose 
(i) Assumption IV.4.1 is satisfied 
(ii) + 0(N"l/2) 
(iii) ^n^ 
Then 
w i ;  CD T„ it I L^dv, a N(0,a^) o 
r.v. with 
•m: 
J" (u) du - I J (u) duj 
+00 +eo 
J(F(u)) J(FCv)) dF\(u,v) 
J(u) du 
Proof; 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem V.2.1 and the 
details are therefore omitted. 
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Define 
A^{F,J) = I j2(u) du - |j J(u) du 
Pi(F,J) = 
f f J(F(x)) J(F(y)) dF. (x,y) - J (u) du 2 
JqJO •'o 
(F,J) 
for i = 1, 2 , . . .  ;  
B(F,J) = lim [ [J(X„F(x+e ) + (l-X„)F(x+(t) ))-J(F(x))]dF(x) 
N->00 J -00 " ™ 
The efficacy of the procedure based on T^ is 
(V.3.1) B^{F,J)/A^(F,J) 1 + I p.(F,J) 
i=l ^ 
1/2 
Let = 
Cov(X^, ^i+1^ 
, then the efficacy of the t-
statistic is a[a^(l+Zp^)]Thus, the A.R.E. of T^ with 
respect to the t-statistic is 
(V.3.2) B^(F,J) 
A^(F,J) 
1 + 2 Zpj^ 
1 + 2ZPi(F,J) 
The comments made following Equation V.2.3 are again 
relevant. The following comments are derived in a manner 
similar to those of the previous section. 
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(i) The Normal Score Test: If the underlying bivariate 
distributions are normal then Equation V.3.2 reduces to unity. 
(ii) The Median Test: If the underlying distribution of 
{X. }?_, and {Y. are normal. Equation V.3.2 reduces to 
X 1—i X 1—J-
00 
2 
1 + 
' ill 
ir 
1 + 4 n . -1 Pi 
1=1 
E is bounded below by 2/Tr if > 0 for i = 1,2,... and E is 
bounded above by 2/Tr if < 0 for i = 1,2,... . 
(iii) The Rank Sum Test: Again, under normality of the 
processes {X.}?_, and {Y.}T__ then Equation V.3.2 reduces to 
J. 1—X ] J —J. 
# OO " ' 
1 + 2 I p. 
i~l . 
1 + ^  f sin"l(n./2) 
^ i=l ^ 
E is bounded below by S/ir if > 0 for i = 1,2,... and E is 
bounded above by 3/Tr if p^ < 0 for i = 1,2,... . 
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